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During the past almost four years I have served as Bishop of Eastern Montana, I have driven on 
every main road in our Diocese several times ... and also on some side roads which I have 
discovered. Cold, snow, sleet, ice or rain and even the ash from Mt. St. Helen have never kept 
me from getting some place where I had made a commitment to be present. The fifteen inches 
of snow in Great Falls over two weeks ago prevented me from driving to Big Timber to share in 
the celebration of the parish feast day on March 19th. !
Suddenly, plans had to be changed and I had to adjust to the unexpected. In many ways, the 
experience was good at this time of year because it reminded me that so much of life cannot be 
met on our terms, or on our agenda. We have to become accustomed to the unexpected. !
The unexpected is the message of the coming week. We celebrate again the triumphal entrance 
of Jesus into Jerusalem on Palm or Passion Sunday. A few days later, we relive the Last Supper 
and then the Passion and Death of Christ. All seems hopeless, but then the unexpected occurs. 
Jesus rises from the dead. !
Death, pain, sorrow as well as joy and happiness have unexpected dimensions to their reality. 
All such experiences can be merely human, but they might also become graced encounters with 
the Lord. Holy Week asks us to relive the most important series of events in the life of Christ. 
We do that best by our participation in the liturgies of Holy Thursday, Good Friday and the 
Easter Vigil on Holy Saturday evening. These liturgical celebrations point to the two great Easter 
gifts the Lord offers - life and peace. !
We live in a time of the unexpected - a time of economic cutbacks to the poor and elderly, a time 
of tension and revolution in Central America, a time of escalation of the arms race and potential 
nuclear destruction, a time of uncertainty for the unborn child. These are neither the best of 
times or the worst of times, but it is a time of the unexpected. And the faith response we are 
asked to give to these times is the Easter message of life and peace. !
I couldn't get to Big Timber because of unexpected weather, but the experience offered me a 
great deal to think about. May Holy Week be a graced time for you! 
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